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Expansive cyber security regulations 
enter into effect in New York State
On 1 March 2017, an expansive set of cyber security rules, the Cybersecurity Requirements 
for Financial Services Companies (‘the Regulations’), came into effect for the financial 
services sector in New York State. First proposed on 13 September 2016, the initial 
draft regulations received substantial criticism for their prescriptive approach. F. Paul 
Greene, Partner at Harter Secrest & Emery LLP, considers the Regulations in detail.

The Regulations were issued by the 
New York State Department of Financial 
Services (‘DFS’), a division of the State’s 
executive branch of government. It is 
nothing new for individual US states 
to regulate cyber security. US state 
cyber security laws or regulations have 
been on the books for over a decade, 
starting with California’s watershed 
data breach notification law in 2003.

What is different about the new DFS 
Regulations is that they are creatures 
of pure administrative law. They are the 
product of a state administrative agency 
grappling with the issue of cyber security 
and deciding upon rules to apply, rather 
than an elected legislature debating 
and deciding upon cyber security in 
the political arena. The Regulations 
also reach far beyond the borders of 
New York State, affecting any entity, 
regardless of location, that operates or 
is required to operate under a licence, 
registration, or similar authorisation under 
the state’s banking law, insurance law, or 
financial services law. This encompasses 
foreign banks doing business in New 
York as well as insurers, reinsurers, 
and other financial services companies 
around the world. According to the DFS 
website, the DFS regulates thousands 
of such entities, labelled ‘Covered 
Entities’ under the new Regulations.

Background to the Regulations 
In the US, there is no one, all-
encompassing set of legal rules when 
it comes to cyber security. Rather, 
companies face a complicated web of 
overlapping and, at times, contradictory 

requirements concerning what data 
they need to protect and how. The 
financial services sector is no exception. 
Generally, financial institutions in the US 
are governed by the Gramm-Leach-Bliley 
Act and its Safeguards Rule. Under the 
Safeguards Rule, a financial institution 
must develop, implement, and maintain 
a comprehensive information security 
program in writing (commonly referred 
to as a ‘Written Information Security 
Program’ or ‘WISP’). Under this WISP 
requirement, a financial institution must 
designate an employee or employees 
to coordinate the institution’s WISP, 
address reasonably foreseeable 
internal and external threats to security, 
conduct a risk assessment in relation 
to such threats, and oversee service 
providers in relation to cyber security.

The twin requirements of a risk 
assessment and a WISP are found in 
other US laws and regulations governing 
cyber security. Indeed, the final version 
of the DFS regulations, now in force, 
follows the Gramm-Leach-Bliley model 
closely, albeit with significant variations.  

That was not always the case, however. 
The Regulations began their life as 
proposed regulations, first published on 
13 September 2016, which took a vastly 
different approach, prescribing in all 
cases specific security controls such as 
encryption and multi-factor authentication, 
rather than relying on a Covered Entity 
to conduct a Gramm-Leach-Bliley-style 
risk assessment, and then determine 
what controls would be appropriate 
in light of the entity’s risk profile.

This was a new approach in the US 
cyber security regulatory landscape, 
and prompted significant backlash. 
After receiving and reviewing over 
150 comments on the proposed 
regulations, the DFS shifted from its 
initial prescriptive approach to its 
present, risk-adjusted approach.

That begs the question, however, of why 
the DFS needed to promulgate its own set 
of regulations, if other legal frameworks 
already required the same, or substantially 
similar controls. The answer likely lies in 
the fact that in the US, the two watchwords 
in relation to cyber security regulation are 
emulation and overlap. A new legal or 
regulatory framework will often emulate 
others already in place, yet no single 
framework trumps all others, generally 
speaking. Cyber security, of course, is 
also a hot political issue both in the US 
and around the world, adding to the 
political pressures in a jurisdiction to act 
independently to combat cyber threats.

General requirements 
under the Regulations
Like Gramm-Leach-Bliley, the final DFS 
regulations start with a risk assessment, 
under which a Covered Entity is required 
to periodically assess threats to its 
network so as to inform the design and 
nature of its written cyber security 
program (effectively its WISP). This risk 
assessment must be updated as is 
reasonably necessary, as well as respond 
to both technological developments 
and evolving cyber threats. Subject 
to the risk assessment, the Covered 
Entity must then determine, among 
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other things: the content of its WISP and 
its underlying cyber security policies, 
frequency and nature of penetration 
testing and vulnerability assessments, 
audit trail controls, access privileges, and 
minimum cyber security practices for 
vendors supporting the Covered Entity 
(termed ‘Third Party Service Providers’).

A Covered Entity must also consider, in 
light of its risk assessment, multi-factor 
access to its systems and data, as well as 
encryption of sensitive data at rest and 
in transit. In this regard, the protective 
reach of the Regulations is huge, covering 
three primary types of sensitive data: 
information, the compromise of which 
would cause a material adverse effect to 
the Covered Entity; a personal identifier 
plus some more sensitive data element 
such as Social Security Number, driver’s 
licence number, financial account number 
or access code, or biometric information; 
and healthcare related information 
(termed ‘Nonpublic Information’).

This is by far the broadest definition of 
protected data in the realm of US cyber 
security regulation, and likely a function 
of the amalgamated nature of the DFS. 
The DFS regulates not only New York 
chartered banks, but also insurance 
companies, healthcare insurance plans, 
as well as a host of other entities in the 
financial services and insurance fields. 
Accordingly, its regulations had to cover 
the various types of sensitive data that 
flow through these fields, such as financial 
information, healthcare information, and 
employee information. The result has 
been a definition of Nonpublic Information 

that puts the same burden for protecting 
healthcare information, for example, on a 
bank as it does on a healthcare plan. In 
this regard, one size certainly does not 
fit all, but one size is all that is currently 
available under the DFS Regulations.

Perhaps the most controversial 
aspect of the new Regulations is the 
aggressive 72-hour reporting window 
for any defined Cybersecurity Event 
that has a ‘reasonable likelihood of 
materially harming any material part 
of the normal operation(s) of the 
Covered Entity.’ Such a tiered, multi-
factor, multi-modifier definition is 
anathema to the ordered functioning 
of information security. It demands, in 
each instance, a nuanced judgment 
call as to whether, among other things, 
the likelihood of harm is ‘reasonable’ 
or the operations affected 'normal.’

Adding to this is the sheer number 
of Cybersecurity Events a Covered 
Entity will have to scrub through to 
determine whether the 72-hour reporting 
window has begun. This is because 
of the staggeringly broad definition of 
Cybersecurity Event, which includes 
‘any act or attempt, successful or 
unsuccessful, to gain unauthorized access 
to, disrupt or misuse a [Covered Entity’s 
network] or information stored on such 
[a network.]’ Important in this regard is 
that a Cybersecurity Event under the 
DFS Regulations is information agnostic. 
An attack does not need to target 
protected Nonpublic Information in order 
to qualify as a Cybersecurity Event.
Even for a mid-sized entity, the number 

of firewall denies or activations of an 
Intrusion Detection System/Intrusion 
Prevention System, each of which has 
the potential of being a Cybersecurity 
Event, can run into the millions per 
month. Covered Entities under the 
DFS Regulations must put systems 
in place to differentiate between 
this deafening security background 
noise and an attack that satisfies the 
Regulations’ four-factor analysis.

International effect
Not only does the DFS directly regulate 
numerous foreign entities licensed in 
New York, the DFS Regulations require 
a Covered Entity to establish certain 
‘minimum cybersecurity practices’ that 
Third Party Service Providers must 
meet to do business with the Covered 
Entity. Because the DFS regulates some 
of the largest financial institutions in the 
world, the Regulations are therefore 
certain to have significant international 
effect. A likely result is that Covered 
Entities will push down the full set of 
new DFS controls to Third Party Service 
Providers that can bear them. The Third 
Party Service Provider provisions of the 
DFS Regulations go into effect after a 
two-year grace period, however, which 
means that the full international effect 
of these Regulations may not be felt for 
months or years to come. Regardless 
of when this effect is felt, the new DFS 
Regulations have the potential to become 
a new floor in relation to cyber security 
in the financial services sector. They are 
also certain to spark other US states to 
consider similar, potentially overlapping 
measures, with similar international effect.

A Covered Entity must also consider, in light 
of its risk assessment, multi-factor access to 

its systems and data, as well as encryption 
of sensitive data at rest and in transit.
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